Follow the Leaders! Specify Benson Plotters...
For Your CAD/Manufacturing System

Benson is a leader in computer graphics hardcopy technology.

Example... we introduced the patented Quadrascal™ electrostatic writing head which utilizes four offset rows of writing stylus instead of the conventional two. This development makes it possible for Benson to offer the only true metric output (100 dots per cm or 254 DPI) from an electrostatic plotter.

Our Quadrascal technology also made it possible for Benson designers to create the 9600 SupraScan™ Series, the world's first electrostatic plotters with 400 dots per inch (160,000 dots per in²) resolution.

When we combine the resolution available from Benson with plotting speed (up to 4 IPS), technical performance, reliability (in excess of 3000 hours MTBF) and outstanding service, worldwide...it pays to follow the leaders.
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